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Four and half years ago, 
Focusrite launched the 
original Octopre, whose 
fl agship features included the 

provision of eight high-quality 
preamps, eight analogue outputs and 
the option to upgrade the unit to 
provide digital ADAT output, meaning 
that you could expand any existing 
audio recording system as long as you 
had an audio interface which featured 
ADAT input. Fast-forward to the here 
and now and Octopre returns in MkII 
form, with a face-lift of both its feature 
set and its appearance.

What’s new
As its name suggests, the Octopre MkII 
remains an eight-input pre-amp, 
featuring the same high-quality pres 
that have featured throughout 
Focusrite’s popular Saffi re range of 
audio interfaces. The fi rst two inputs 
are provided via the front panel for 
increased accessibility, whilst the 
additional six feature next to the eight 
analogue outputs on the rear. 

Round the back you’ll also fi nd the 
fi rst signifi cant specifi cation update 
over Octopre MkI – digital connectivity 

via ADAT is now included as standard, 
rather than being available as an 
expansion option only. Two solutions 
are offered depending on the sample 
rate at which Octopre MkII is 
operating. At 44.1 and 48kHz, optical 
port 1 provides eight digital channels 
of output, while at 88.2 and 96kHz, 
ports one and two carry four channels 
each. The inclusion of ‘digital as 
standard’ is great news for all DAW 
owners with a spare ADAT port on their 
interface but will be a boon to Pro 
Tools users in particular, as the usual 
hardware/software restrictions are 
suddenly lifted. 

Suddenly, eight extra channels of 
high-quality digital audio are available 
to you, with the option to clock the 
Octopre II to your DAW via wordclock 
to ensure everything runs in sync. 

Designed for life
Octopre MkII’s design update delivers 
some signifi cant new features too and 
brings appearance and performance 
into line with the Saffi re Pro 40 in 
particular. As this unit employs the 
same preamps as Saffi re, using both 
boxes provides a seamless way to add 

identical sonic performance across a 
large number of inputs, while you’ll 
fi nd the control dials and metering 
‘line up’ if you rack this unit above or 
below a Pro 40. Octopre MkI’s 
metering was restrictive to a fault but 
now you’ll fi nd greatly improved ladder 
LEDs for each channel, as well as 
-10dB pads on each input too, 
maximising the unit’s impressive 
potential gain range. 

Each input can carry mic and line 
level sources with the option to switch 
to hi-Z instrument inputs on channels 
one and two, while phantom power is 
provided in two independently 
switchable blocks of four channels, all 
from the front panel. 

Conclusion
MkII successfully relaunches the 
Octopre as a highly desirable unit. So 
many of us have unused ADAT ports on 
our interfaces that being able to 
suddenly capture an additional eight 
channels of audio via high-quality mic 
pres and pump those into our 
computers with no physical ‘port loss’ 
will be very attractive, to owners of 
some Pro Tools hardware in particular. 

For live sound engineers this is also 
a unit to observe closely, as the option 
to output both analogue and digital 
feeds means that you can now offer 
bands the option to provide both live 
sound and multi-channel recording 
simultaneously. The Octopre MkII is 
versatile and competitively priced, all 
of which could prove irresistible. 

WHAT IS IT?
A re-vamp to Focusrite’s 
popular eight I/O preamp 
for studio or live use
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HIGHLIGHTS
1 Great sounding preamps
2 Easy to slot into your 
studio setup for immediate 
‘expansion’
3 ADAT output now onboard 
as standard

SPECS
Mic Gain: +10dB to + 55dB
Line 1-8 Gain: -10 dB to 
+36dB
Instrument Gain (channels 
1 and 2): +10dB to +55dB
Input Pad on inputs 1-8: 
-10dB
Phantom power switched in 
2 x 4 channel groups (1-4 
and 5-8)
Mic and instrument 
maximum input level: 
+8dBu (+17dBu with pad 
on input)
Line maximum input level: 
+22dBu
Nominal output level @ 
0dBFS: 16dBu, balanced
Sample rates: 44.1kHz, 
48kHz, 88.2kHz and 96kHz
ADAT (optical) outputs x 2
Clock Sources: Internal or 
sync via Word Clock Input
Dimensions: 
484 x 265 x 45mm
Weight: 
3.6kg

Focusrite Octopre 
MkII | £379
How many of you have an audio interface with a 
lonely, unfulfi lled, redundant ADAT connection? Fret 
no longer. Jono Buchanan has plans for it

VERDICT
BUILD 
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

VALUE 
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

EASE OF USE
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

VERSATILITY
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

RESULTS
❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚

Accurately-priced and even better 
specifi ed – a great update to any 
ADAT-ready interface. 
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